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Abstract

Ship refit projects require ongoing plan management to adapt to arising work and disruptions.
Planners must sequence work activities in the best order possible to complete the project in the
shortest time or within a defined period while minimizing overtime costs. Activity scheduling
must consider milestones, resource availability constraints, and precedence relations. We propose a
constraint programming approach for detailed ship refit planning at two granularity levels, daily
and hourly schedule. The problem was modeled using the Cumulative global constraint, and
the Solution-Based Phase Saving heuristic was used to speedup the search, thus achieving the
industrialization goals. Based on the evaluation of seven realistic instances over three objectives,
the heuristic strategy proved to be significantly faster to find better solutions than using a baseline
search strategy. The method was integrated into Refit Optimizer, a cloud-based prototype solution
that can import projects from Primavera P6 and optimize plans.
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1

Introduction

Ship refit planning is a complex and tedious endeavor that requires scheduling several hundred
(or thousand) tasks across a time horizon that may span several weeks, months or even over
a year [2]. Planners must ensure that precedence relations between tasks are respected, that
the required human and material resources are available, and that the scheduled work is
completed within the maximum allocated project duration. For instance, dry-dock work
periods need to be fixed years in advance, thus leaving no flexibility for increasing project
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time span. Potential goals of planners in this context are to create schedules minimizing the
project total duration or, in case the planning horizon prevents the work to be accomplished
in time, minimizing the overtime labor costs. Some planners focus on other needs, such as
creating robust schedules leaving flexibility to adjust to unforeseen delays. Indeed, while
initial plans must be free of conflicts, unplanned events, delays and their arising work require
ongoing re-planning efforts throughout the project. While initial planning may take several
weeks for large projects, leaving time for planners to manually attempt optimizing the task
scheduling, replanning leaves very little time for planners to consider their options and thus
is mainly an opportunistic and reactive process.
There exist multiple enterprise resource planning tools such as Microsoft Project [25],
Primavera P6 [33], and IBM Maximo [18], which are typical software solutions to support
ships refit planning. Yet beyond the core project management functionalities, the support for
optimizing schedules with computational methods from operations research remains limited
to resources leveling, i.e. spreading the workload more evenly across the project duration.
Some optimization solutions have been previously created for custom projects, yet lack
reusability. To our knowledge, the only generic and reusable schedule optimization capability
currently available is the Aurora (Stottler Henke) intelligent scheduling solution [35]. While
the available information about Aurora’s proprietary optimization algorithms is limited,
these are described as being based on heuristics, as opposed to exact methods, derived from
domain experts. While this satisfying approach is highly relevant and effective for human
problem solving given the human brain’s bounded computational capabilities, we posit that
optimization algorithms can be developed to do better than human-derived heuristics. The
current work aims to push further the state-of-the-art in this area by producing a general
purpose exact method enhanced with metaheuristics.
Thales Canada has set out to create Refit Optimizer, a prototype solution for multiobjective optimization in the ship refit domain, while also designing it to be reusable across a
wide variety of other scheduling contexts [22]. The key motivation for this work comes from
challenges and innovation opportunities identified in the context of the Arctic/Offshore Patrol
Ships and Joint Support Ships in-service support (AJISS) program with the Royal Canadian
Navy. Herein, the focus is on detailed planning, using either days or hours as the basic time
unit. The Refit Optimizer prototype is currently operational, deployed on a secure cloud
platform, and combines several complementary services for importing/exporting project
data (from/to Primavera P6), visualizing the schedule using an interactive Gantt chart
and tasks list, editing the schedule, freezing scheduled tasks, and optimizing the schedule
according to one of three different objectives (makespan, overtime costs or robustness).
Additional capabilities include comparing options, analyzing and visualizing geospatial
conflicts, forecasting progress, modeling uncertainties and assessing risks using discrete-event
simulations (see [22]).
We propose a constraint programming approach for detailed ship refit planning that is
currently fully integrated into Refit Optimizer. The problem considered is closely related to
the Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP) [16, 17, 34] and is modeled
using the efficient Cumulative global constraint [1, 38]. We use the Solution-Based Phase
Saving (SBPS) value selection heuristic [13, 42] to speedup the search and obtain better
solutions in a reasonable time. We evaluate our approach on a benchmark formed of seven
instances supplied by our industrial partners, namely Sōdan, the AJISS team and Seaspan
Victoria Shipyards, which are compared to each other using RCPSP complexity metrics from
the literature.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the ship refit planning problem.
Section 3 presents background notions on scheduling, constraint programming, SBPS and
RCPSP complexity measures. The CP model is presented in Section 4, as well as its
extensions and the search heuristics developed in our context. Our approach is evaluated on
the benchmark instances in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 addresses the applicability of the
solution to an industrial setting, followed by a conclusion suggesting directions for future
work.

2

Problem Description

Ship refitting is an important shipyard event during which all ship’s activities are suspended
for improvements. The objective of a refit is to restore, customize, modify, or modernize
part of a ship. Most of the time, however, stopping all activities can become costly, which
makes efficient ships refit planning important. The time window, or horizon, during which a
refit takes place can be decided years in advance. When the horizon is exceeded, the dock
is no longer available and the ship has to leave. Thus, in order to estimate the required
duration, planners have to consider a large number of daily or even hourly tasks depending on
multiple capacity-limited resources, both human and material. Furthermore, due to physical
limitations, a maximum number of workers must be simultaneously allowed in some work
areas. Precedence relationships must be considered between many of the tasks, while some
date constraints, such as milestones, must be achieved. Finally, specific tasks must be idle
over the weekends. In practice, the initial planned time is often insufficient, in which case
overtime for some tasks can be scheduled to fit in the restrictive horizon.
Three main objectives are targeted in this project according to the challenges faced by
shipyards. First, to support planners in their horizon estimation, the prototype solution
has to offer to minimize the refit total duration, also known in scheduling as makespan.
This helps the planner at the tactical level by identifying the minimum time needed for
a certain ship refit, according to the constraints on tasks. Then, it has to allow the user
to produce an operational plan over a fixed horizon that minimizes the overtime costs.
Since a lot of unplanned delays happen during the actual refit execution, this option helps
a shipyard respect their obligation while minimizing costs associated with overtime labor.
Finally, the solution has to propose an operational plan taking the robustness into account
when planning overtime. The idea is to minimize the risk of exceeding the refit deadline by
planning the overtime work, as much as possible, at the beginning of the horizon. Thus, if
unforeseen events during the execution increase the need for overtime before the end of the
refit, it is still possible to proceed. With the option of these three objectives, a user can
efficiently estimate a ship refit duration, while being supported during its execution.
Our research is based on the practical needs of our industrial partners which supplied us
with realistic use cases. Table 1 presents seven instances of different sizes that were made
available for our tests. Each instance is defined by a horizon, given in days or in hours
depending on the planning granularity, which represents the available time to complete all
tasks. The proposed horizon comes from the initial planners overestimate and can be seen as
a baseline for the makespan minimization. The number of tasks, precedence relations, and
resources, as well as the task duration range (without overtime), help to better evaluate and
compare the size of the instances. The number of tasks that can be performed in overtime
(#O) is given, where a “*” indicates that those tasks must be idle during weekends. Some
tasks do not follow any work hours requirement and thus cannot be shortened nor suspended.
A common example of this in a ship refit is paint drying tasks. The number of work areas
(#WA) is also presented and included as a specific type of resource.
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Table 1 Size comparison of the seven instances supplied by our industrial partners.

Instance

Horizon

#Tasks
(#O)

Task
duration

#Precedence
relations

day-yacht21
hour-yacht21
generic136
software138
navy253
cruise510
navy830

29 days
704 hours
178 days
183 days
728 hours
268 days
6200 hours

21 (20)
21 (20)
136 (136*)
138 (138*)
253 (253*)
510 (464*)
830 (830*)

1-3 days
1-8 hours
1-20 days
1-10 days
1-8 hours
1-15 days
1-200 hours

32
32
99
341
246
550
816

#Resources
(#WA)
9
9
9
8
92
32
146

(2)
(2)
(4)
(0)
(87)
(24)
(128)

The first four instances, day-yacht21, hour-yacht21, generic136, and software138,
were artificially created by the team for testing purposes. They are used to test the limits of
the optimization algorithms, since realistic instances are somewhat simpler because they are
manually created by human experts. The instances day-yacht21 and hour-yacht21 are two
versions of the same ship with different task durations and planning granularities, respectively
days and hours. This simple problem has been used in user workshops to compare the result
of a manual optimization to the result of our approach. Instance generic136 does not
describe a particular ship refit and was created to test simultaneously various precedence
and date constraint types. Instance software138 describes the management of a software
development project, which is used to show the genericity of our approach to scheduling
problems with resources. Other instances are anonymized versions of real, or closely inspired
by real, refit use cases from recent years. Instances navy253 and navy830 are two versions
of a real use case provided by the AJISS team, while cruise510 is inspired by a sample
problem provided by Seaspan Victoria Shipyards.

3

Background

3.1

Scheduling

The problem we consider is part of the great family of scheduling problems. In the operations
research and optimization literature, scheduling problems are many and varied. Given a set
of tasks I, these problems require finding when to execute each task over a definite timeline
T := {0, 1, . . . , tm }, where each t ∈ T is a discrete time point, so that an objective function
is optimized while different constraints are satisfied. Specifically, our scheduling use case is
highly related to the Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP). Introduced
in 1969 by Pritsker et al. [34], its standard definition (see e.g. [16, 17]) supposes first that
preemption is forbidden, i.e. that each task cannot be interrupted once started. Then, a
finite set of resources R is considered, where each task i ∈ I requires an amount hi,r ∈ Z≥0
of resource r ∈ R used for its whole duration. Each resource r ∈ R has a constant usage
capacity cr ∈ Z>0 and is fully available at any time (renewable). Also, the resources are
cumulative, i.e. more than one task can use a resource at a time. Thus, the RCPSP assumes
at each time point t ∈ T that each resource’s total usage by tasks does not exceed its capacity.
Finally, precedence relationships between some tasks are considered. The objective is to find
a schedule with the earliest project ending date or, in other words, the minimal makespan.
Blazewicz et al. [7] have shown that the RCPSP belongs to the strongly NP-hard problems.
Thus, its computation complexity and industrial application interest has led to a plethora of
techniques, both exact and heuristic, in various research domains. These approaches include
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notably specialized branch-and-bound methods [12, 21, 40], mixed-integer programming [11, 20]
and, as presented in Section 3.2, constraint programming. We refer the reader to Pellerin et
al. [30] for a recent survey of current heuristic approaches.
Among the various RCPSP benchmark instance sets in the literature, three are usual:
PSPLIB [19], BL [5] and Pack [8]. While these contain from 17 to 120 tasks, our instances
listed in Table 1 are significantly larger. Furthermore, the number of resources in these
benchmarks is at most 5, while ours can go up to 146. Planning horizons, as well as navy830
maximal task duration, are also greater than the ones in these benchmarks that go up to
139 and 19 time points respectively, but are comparable to the ones in the more realistic
instances of Koné et al. [20].

3.2

Constraint Programming

Constraint Programming (CP) is a powerful programming paradigm to solve combinatorial
problems. In particular, it can be used to optimally solve many large-scale optimization
problems under constraints [36]. A CP model is formed of decision variables, each provided
with a finite set of possible values called domain and denoted dom(X) for a variable X.
The relationships between the variables are defined by constraints, each provided with a
specialized inference algorithm. Optimization problems also have an objective function to
minimize. CP solvers generally perform a tree search to find feasible solutions, where each
node of the tree corresponds to a partial solution, and each branching is a node created from
its parent with an additional assignment of an unfixed variable to a value. The branching
selection rules for variables and values are defined using heuristics.
Significant efforts have been made in the constraint programming community to efficiently solve scheduling problems involving resource constraints. Introduced by Aggoun and
Beldiceanu [1], the Cumulative global constraint enforces the usage of a resource by tasks
to be at most its capacity for each time point in the optimization timeline. Formally, for a
resource r ∈ R, given variables Si and Di are respectively the starting time and duration of
task i ∈ I, Cumulative([Si | i ∈ I], [Di | i ∈ I], [hi,r | i ∈ I], cr ) is logically equivalent to
X

hi,r ≤ cr

∀t ∈ T .

i∈I:
Si ≤ t <Si +Di

Over the years, many efficient rules for the Cumulative constraint have been developed
to detect failures and filter variables’ domains (see e.g. [4, 6, 14, 29, 41]). Furthermore,
important progress towards solving large-scale RCPSP instances with CP has been made by
Schutt et al. [37, 38] by combining some of these rules with lazy clause generation. Introduced
by Ohrimenko et al. [28], this technique is a hybrid between CP and boolean satisfiability
(SAT) solvers. During the search, each filtered value is now recorded with an explanation as
a SAT clause. When a failure is detected, the solver uses its explanations to learn a nogood,
a core reason for what led to this conflict. This nogood is then added as a new constraint to
the solver’s underlying SAT mechanism. As a result, this process allows avoiding reproducing
the same choices later during the search. Furthermore, it enables SAT-based branching
heuristics depending on variables’ activity in conflicts, notably Variable State Independent
Decaying Sum (VSIDS) [26]. Several modern and efficient CP solvers, such as Chuffed [9]
and OR-Tools [31], are based on the lazy clause generation technique.
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3.3

Solution-Based Phase Saving

Large Neighborhood Search (LNS) [32, 39] is a metaheuristic that has been successfully used
in many contexts for scaling exact solving methods to large optimization problems. Given
an initial solution, the technique iteratively improves the best known solution according
to the considered objective. At each iteration, a neighborhood is chosen such as a part of
the variables are fixed to their value in the current solution, whereas the others are relaxed,
which generates a smaller subproblem. Solutions of the latter can then be quickly found by
any chosen method.
One of the major drawbacks of relying on LNS to find better solutions for an optimization
problem is the loss of exactness from the initial solving method. Thus, a relatively simple,
efficient and closely related to LNS value selection heuristic for CP solvers has been introduced
by Vion and Piechowiak [42] as Best-Solution. Demirović et al. [13] introduced the same
heuristic soon after under the name Solution-Based Phase Saving (SBPS). We refer in the
following to this heuristic as the latter terminology.
Given an optimization problem with variables X1 , . . . , Xn , a variable selection heuristic
Hvar and a value selection heuristic Hval , let b = (b1 , . . . , bn ) denote the current best solution,
if one exists, where bi corresponds to the value of Xi in this solution. If Xk is the variable
chosen by Hvar , the SBPS branching strategy does the following:
a) If b exists and bk ∈ dom(Xk ), then choose the value bk for Xk ;
b) Else, choose a value for Xk following Hval .
Thus, the strategy focuses the search around the current best solution as much as possible.
Combined with a restart strategy and a dynamic variable selection heuristic such as VSIDS,
SBPS effectively mimics LNS [13]. Indeed, starting from the root node, the search fixes almost
all variables to their current best solution value, and then searches around this solution for a
subset of unassigned variables with backtracking, thus implicitly building a neighborhood.
The size of the latter is then limited by the restart strategy. Also, the dynamic aspect of
the search produces a built-in diversification of neighborhoods, besides that VSIDS tends
to select closely related variables. The resulting strategy produced interesting results on a
variety of instances [13, 42].

3.4

RCPSP Complexity

In order to properly assess the performance of our approach on the instances in Table 1,
it is important to compare them on a similar scale. To do so, Artigues et al. [3] listed a
selection of state-of-the-art indicators that characterize the complexity of RCPSP instances.
These indicators are typically used to generate instances of a targeted complexity level, but
are also relevant to evaluate existing instances. They can be classified in four categories:
precedence-oriented, time-oriented, resource-oriented, and hybrid.
The Order Strength (OS) is a precedence-oriented indicator showing how much the
instance’s precedence constraints induce an ordering of the tasks [3, 24]. If P denotes the set
of task pairs {i, j} (i, j ∈ I, i ̸= j) which cannot be executed in parallel due to a chain of
precedence constraints between them, OS is defined as the ratio of |P | over the total number
of task pairs:
OS :=

|P |
.
|I|(|I| − 1)/2

We have OS ∈ [0, 1]. It has been observed that the closer the value is to 1, the more ordered
the tasks and the lower the complexity.
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The Resource Factor (RF) is a resource-oriented indicator which evaluates the resource
usage by tasks [3]. It is defined as the ratio of the average number of required resources by
task over the number of resources:
P
i∈I,r∈R ui,r
RF :=
.
|I||R|
where ui,r equals 1 if task i ∈ I requires resource r ∈ R (hi,r > 0), and 0 otherwise. We
have RF ∈ [0, 1]. It has been shown that as the RF value increases, the complexity also does.
The Resource Strength (RS) indicator combines a time-oriented view with the resource
complexity [3, 10]. For each resource r ∈ R, it considers its maximal usage cmax
when tasks
r
are scheduled at their earliest while satisfying precedence constraints,
X
:= max
cmax
hi,r ,
r
t∈T

i∈ItES

where ItES ⊆ I is the subset of tasks executed at time point t in this schedule. The resource’s
strength RS r is then defined by the ratio of its overall availability over its availability in the
earliest schedule:
RS r :=

cr − cmin
r
,
max
cr − cmin
r

:= maxi∈I hi,r . In the case where cmax
where cmin
≤ cr , RS r is instead fixed to 1. Thus,
r
r
every resource r ∈ R with RS r = 1 is always sufficiently available and is not a constraint.
The RS value is obtained by averaging RS r over all resources. We have RS ∈ [0, 1], and the
complexity generally increases as RS decreases.
The Disjunctive Ratio (DR) indicator is a hybrid between the precedence and resource
complexities [3, 5]. The set of task pairs P which cannot be executed in parallel from OS
is extended with a set D of pairs that would violate a resource constraint if both tasks
overlapped in time, i.e. D := {{i, j} : ∃ r ∈ R, hi,r + hj,r > cr }. DR is then defined as the
ratio of the number of elements in this new set over the total number of task pairs:
DR :=

|P ∪ D|
.
|I|(|I| − 1)/2

We also have DR ∈ [0, 1]. It has been established that the higher DR is, the more disjunctive
the instance is.

4

Methodology

4.1

Main model

In the following, we present the main CP model developed for the ship refit planning problem,
as described in Section 2. It is inspired from the classical RCPSP model for CP [38]. Note
that in this model, we assume a planning granularity in days. Extensions to support hours
and other specific constraints are discussed in Section 4.2.
Reusing the scheduling notation introduced in Section 3.1, we define the input parameters.
The horizon tm ∈ Z>0 determines the scheduling timeline as the set T = {0, 1, . . . , tm }. If
U
I is the given set of tasks to schedule, each task i ∈ I is associated with sL
i , si ∈ T and
L
U
ei , ei ∈ T which are lower (L) and upper (U ) bounds on the task starting (s) and ending
(e) times as implied by the date constraints. Each task i ∈ I also has a processing time
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pi ∈ T which corresponds to the task duration in days without overtime. The precedence
requirements form the set P and are encoded as triples (i, j, l), asking for task i ∈ I to
be completed l ∈ T days before task j ∈ I \ {i} starts. Each resource r in the given set
of resources R has a constant capacity cr ∈ Z>0 , a daily standard usage cost wrS ∈ R≥0 ,
and a daily overtime usage cost wrO ∈ R≥0 , with wrS ≤ wrO . The amount of resource r ∈ R
required by task i ∈ I is given by hi,r ∈ Z≥0 . A working day is defined by three parameters,
dS , dO , dE ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 23}, with dS < dO ≤ dE , where [dS , dO − 1] are standard hours and
[dO , dE ] are overtime hours. Finally, tasks that can be performed in overtime are contained
in the set I ∗ ⊆ I.
The integer decision variables of our model are as follows. For each task i ∈ I, Si is the
task starting time, while Ei is the task total elapsed time between its start and its completion.
U
We define dom(Si ) = [sL
i , si ] and dom(Ei ) = T , for each i ∈ I.
The constraints of the model are presented below.
Cumulative([Si | i ∈ I], [Ei | i ∈ I], [hi,r | i ∈ I], cr )

∀r ∈ R

(1)

eL
i

∀i ∈ I

(2)

∀(i, j, l) ∈ P

(3)

∀i ∈ I ∗

(4)

∀i ∈ I \ I ∗

(5)

≤ Si + Ei ≤

eU
i

Si + Ei + l ≤ Sj
&
 '
dO − dS pi
≤ Ei ≤ pi
dE − dS
Ei = pi

The Cumulative constraints (1) ensure that the cumulative usage of each resource by tasks
does not overload its capacity at any given point in the timeline. Since Si + Ei represents
the ending time of task i ∈ I, constraints (2) force the ending time of each task to respect
its upper and lower bounds, as implied by the problem date constraints. Constraints (3)
impose the precedence requirements from set P. Constraints (4) define the possible values
for the elapsed time Ei of task i ∈ I ∗ that can include some overtime work hours. First,
the value must be at most pi since it corresponds to the task duration without overtime.
Second, note that performing overtime hours reduces the overall elapsed time in days of a
task. The number of standard hours required by task i ∈ I ∗ is given by dO − dS pi , which
is redistributed over longer days of dE − dS hours, fully using the overtime hours each day,
thus a lower bound on Ei . For example, if (dS , dO , dE ) = (8, 16, 20), a typical day is formed
of 8 standard hours and 4 overtime hours.A task i ∈ I ∗ with pi = 3 requires 3 × 8 = 24
standard hours, but can be completed in 24
12 = 2 days when working 12-hour shifts (8
hours is in overtime). Finally, constraints (5) force tasks that cannot be executed in overtime
(I \ I ∗ ) to have their standard duration.
We considered three different objective functions, where the model can be used with
either of them. First, the makespan objective, which is the minimization of the schedule
duration, is modeled as follows:
min max (Si + Ei ) .
i∈I

This objective is considered without allowing overtime, which is done by assuming I ∗ := ∅.
Then, the overtime objective is to minimize the costs associated with overtime work.
For a task i ∈ I ∗ , the number of standard working days transformed into overtime is given
by pi − Ei . Since each overtime day costs wrO − wrS per resource r ∈ R used, the total cost
P
P
is given by i∈I ∗ r∈R hi,r (wrO − wrS )(pi − Ei ). Equivalently, we minimize the following
linear expression where the inner summation is pre-computed for each i ∈ I ∗ :
!
X
X
O
S
min
(pi − Ei )
hi,r (wr − wr ) .
i∈I ∗

r∈R
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Finally, the robustness objective is to minimize the risk of exceeding the deadline of a
schedule by planning the overtime early in the project. To evaluate this criterion for a task
i ∈ I ∗ , we multiply its amount of used overtime pi − Ei by its starting time Si , leading to
the following non-linear function:
X
min
(pi − Ei )Si .
i∈I ∗

4.2

Extensions

The model presented in Section 4.1 has been extended in several ways to better suit the
ship refit planning reality. First of all, more types of precedence constraints were considered
other than the ones in (3). Indeed, our current model supports any precedence of the form
Xi + l ≤ Yj , where X, Y ∈ {S, S + E} for l ∈ T and i, j ∈ I (i ̸= j). It was also asked
that our model consider that some tasks, but not all, should be suspended on weekends.
To this end, additional variables Ni representing the non-working (idle) time points of task
i ∈ I were considered. In the model, the non-working time is included in the elapsed time
of the task. Thus, constraints (4) and (5) are instead applied on the working time Ei − Ni .
Additional constraints are considered to enforce a value for Ni when the task overlaps at least
one weekend. Finally, the model has been extended to support a scheduling granularity in
hours. In this case, the overtime constraints (4) and (5) are replaced by additional variables
Oi encoding the number of hours in overtime for task i ∈ I ∗ . Each of these variables is
closely related via special constraints to its associated Ni which also includes the non-working
hours during the nights. Thus, in hours, the elapsed times are simply equal to pi + Ni .

4.3

Search Heuristics

Two branching heuristics for the CP model are considered herein as a basis. For the
makespan objective, we select the starting time variable Si , i ∈ I, with the smallest value
in its domain, and we assign it to this value. This way, the search focuses as much as possible
around the schedule where each task begins at its earliest starting time. For the overtime
and robustness objectives, the branching heuristic selects the task i ∈ I that has a starting
time variable Si with the smallest value in its domain. Then, it assigns, in order, the smallest
value in dom(Si ) to Si and the greatest value in dom(Ei ) to Ei . In the hour granularity case,
this last branching is replaced by assigning the smallest value in dom(Oi ) to Oi , and then
the smallest value in dom(Ei ) to Ei . In both cases, the intuition is to place the tasks as early
as possible, while simultaneously choosing a task duration with as few overtime time points
as possible. The resulting heuristic can be formulated with the priority search annotation
from the MiniZinc modeling language [15, 27], and is supported by Chuffed CP solver [9].

5

Experimentation

The benchmark we considered for our experiments is formed of the seven instances presented
in Section 2. In order to compare them on the same basis and assess their complexity, we
computed for each instance the indicators OS, RF, RS and DR introduced in Section 3.4.
The resulting values are presented in Table 2. In the case of RS, since many resources gave a
value RS r = 1 which makes the comparison difficult, we decided to compute RS by averaging
RS r over all resources r ∈ R that are in fact restrictive (RS r < 1). Values in bold font
highlight the most complex instances according to each indicator.
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Table 2 Complexity indicators of the seven instances.
Instance

OS

RF

RS

DR

day-yacht21
hour-yacht21
generic136
software138
navy253
cruise510
navy830

0.72
0.72
0.02
0.27
0.19
0.07
0.02

0.28
0.28
0.23
0.12
0.02
0.06
0.01

0.40
0.40
0.24
0.01
0.71
0.27
0.66

0.82
0.82
0.06
0.32
0.18
0.07
0.02

Each instance has its strengths and weaknesses. Looking first at OS, instance generic136
is one with the least ordered structure. It can be explained by the fact that the instance was
created with arbitrary precedence relations as a means of testing. It seems nonetheless that
our three realistic use cases, navy253, cruise510 and navy830, are also relatively complex
according to this indicator. In terms of resource usage (RF) and disjunctive structure (DR),
the two smallest instances, day-yacht21 and hour-yacht21 are the most complex ones. A
big part of that comes from the fact these instances contain a lot less resources, but are
more often used at full capacity. Finally, considering the time-oriented view (RS), the typical
RCPSP instance software138 is the most constrained in terms of resources. Although the
realistic instances seem to be less affected by their resource constraints, their complexity lies
in the large number of tasks to schedule and the lack of artificially induced ordering.
The CP model presented in Section 4 was modeled in the MiniZinc 2.5.5 language [27]. We
implemented1 the SBPS scheme as described in Section 3.3 into the solver Chuffed [9], which
we used to solve the instances. The Cumulative constraint was set to apply the optional
Time-Table-Edge-Finding (TTEF) checking and filtering rules [37, 41]. The experiments
were performed on a MSI GP63 Leopard 8RE machine with an Intel i7-8750H CPU at 2.2
GHz, 6 cores and 16 GB of RAM. Each optimization execution was given a timeout of 4
hours, and a constant restart strategy of 100 failures.
Each instance was solved for each objective, makespan, overtime and robustness. For
the last two objectives, we have empirically chosen a “restricted” horizon for each instance
corresponding to a reduction between 2% and 30% of the best known makespan. However,
due to its specific constrained nature preventing overtime to be performed, generic136 could
not be considered for these objectives.
For each optimization, two search methods were compared. The Baseline strategy
consists simply of using the search heuristics defined in Section 4.3. The SBPS strategy,
on the other hand, also uses these heuristics until a first solution is found. When it is the
case, the SBPS branching procedure activates. Furthermore, the variable selection scheme
of choosing Si , i ∈ I, with the smallest value in dom(Si ) is replaced by selecting Si with
the greatest conflict activity, as provided by the VSIDS score of Chuffed [9, 26]. The latter
modification allows the resulting procedure to effectively reproduce an LNS [13]. We did
not directly use the free search (-f) option of Chuffed, which is alternating between the
user-defined heuristic and the VSIDS strategy (on all the variables), since we observed the
solving process was generally slowed down by its usage. However, since no solution was
found before the timeout without it, we added the free search for instance software138
when optimizing the overtime and the robustness.

1

The code is available at https://github.com/raphaelboudreault/chuffed/releases/tag/SBPS. We
thank Emir Demirović for providing his original implementation [13].
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Table 3 Results on the benchmark instances when considering the makespan objective.

Instance
day-yacht21
hour-yacht21
generic136
software138
navy253
cruise510
navy830

Baseline

SBPS

Objective

Time (s)

Objective

Time (s)

Time (s)
improv.

28 days
78 hours
178 days
144 days
389 hours
228 days
5216 hours

0.2*
0.4*
0.7*
1.4
4.2
14.7
18.7

28 days
78 hours
178 days
119 days
389 hours
227 days
5144 hours

0.2*
0.4*
0.7*
41.6
3.7
785.7
199.7

0.2
0.4
0.7
1.1
3.7
229.3
18.2

Table 4 Results on the benchmark instances when considering the overtime objective.

Instance
day-yacht21
hour-yacht21
software138
navy253
cruise510
navy830

Baseline

SBPS

Objective

Time (s)

Objective

Time (s)

Time (s)
improv.

1560
485
5600
70
26 000
227

0.3*
0.4*
14 359.6
4.2
11.7
25.2

1560
485
2600
66
15 760
36

0.3*
0.4*
153.4
5.0
7555.3
276.5

0.3
0.4
34.3
4.0
5.8
26.6

Table 5 Results on the benchmark instances when considering the robustness objective.

Instance
day-yacht21
hour-yacht21
software138
navy253
cruise510
navy830

Baseline

SBPS

Objective

Time (s)

Objective

Time (s)

Time (s)
improv.

47
192
900
10 686
4870
146 794

0.3*
0.4*
13 571.8
5057.6
13 022.5
11 208.9

47
192
258
3480
842
9076

0.3*
0.4*
320.2
1411.9
1321.7
13 863.4

0.3
0.4
15.3
6.7
14.2
41.1

Tables 3, 4, and 5 present respectively the results obtained when considering the
makespan, overtime and robustness objectives. In each table, we report the best
objective value found (Objective) as well as the solving time (Time) in seconds. When the
timeout was reached, we instead show the required time to find the best solution. A “*” next
to a solving time value indicates that the instance was optimally solved. For comparison
purposes, we also report the time in seconds taken with SBPS to find a solution with an
objective value less than or equal to the best one found with Baseline (Time improv.).
For the makespan objective (Table 3), instances day-yacht21, hour-yacht21, and
generic136 are quickly solved optimally using both strategies. For the other instances, the
Baseline method finds its best solution in the first 20 seconds of the search, without being
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able to improve it after. In comparison, the SBPS strategy improves the minimal makespan
for software138 by 25 days, cruise510 by 1 day and navy830 by 9 days, while instance
navy253 gave the same solution. The use of SBPS thus reduced the best makespan by 5%
on average. Furthermore, the improved solutions are found in a similar time than Baseline,
except for cruise510 where the solution of 227 days is found 15.6 times slower.
For the overtime objective (Table 4), the objective value corresponds to the costs induced
by overtime work. Since our benchmark is formed of abstract and anonymized realistic
instances, the obtained costs are of different sizes and units, thus incomparable in-between
instances. Note that instances day-yacht21 and hour-yacht21 are still trivially solved
optimally with both strategies. Bigger instances see their best objective value from Baseline
considerably improved with SBPS. The best cost is reduced by 48% on average using SBPS,
while the best solution of Baseline is found 94 times faster for software138, and 2 times
faster for cruise510.
For the robustness objective (Table 5), the unconventional way of representing it is
a challenge for the Baseline method. While day-yacht21 and hour-yacht21 are still
optimally solved, the larger instances need a lot of computation time to settle on a good
solution. In fact, for software138 and cruise510, the time to find the best solution is close
to the timeout (14 400 seconds). In comparison, the SBPS strategy finds a solution with the
same robustness value much faster, in no more than 42 seconds. For cruise510, the solution
is found 917 times faster. Furthermore, the best objective found by Baseline is reduced on
average by 79%.

6

Discussion

The main goal of this research was to create a prototype solution for multi-objective optimization in the ship refit domain. By successfully proposing plans to the targeted instances
supplied by our industrial partners within a reasonable time limit, we have demonstrated
the applicability of our constraint programming model. It was important for practical use to
obtain a good solution under predetermined time limits: 15 minutes for instances under 100
tasks, one hour for instances between 100 and 500 tasks, and four hours for instances over
500 tasks. In comparison, an expert manually planning smaller instances like day-yacht21
could take up to four hours. While it was possible to consider the Baseline strategy as an
attempt to solve the biggest instances, the computation time and the solution’s quality were
sometimes less than satisfactory for industrial purposes. The use of SBPS proved to be a
fairly good strategy, leading to improved objective values in a significantly shorter amount
of time for the makespan, overtime and robustness objectives. These experiments also
demonstrated the Refit Optimizer prototype’s relevance for real-world project planning and
ongoing project management with re-optimization. Qualitative user feedback from usability
tests with domain experts also supports this assessment.
A lot of effort was put in designing Refit Optimizer to be reusable across a wide variety
of other scheduling contexts. The terminology and architecture of the product database
were made consistent with the terms and structures from the project management field.
Plus, the genericity of the constraints formulation allows to consider more than ten different
types of precedence and time constraints on tasks. Resources can include workers as well as
locations and equipment, which opens to future improvements with geospatial constraints [22].
Preliminary tests on real projects in the naval, avionics, and ground transportation domains
also show that the solution has a strong cross-domain potential.
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The main reason why we chose Chuffed [9] over other CP solvers was its proven efficiency on
large-scale RCPSP instances by combining state-of-the-art Cumulative filtering algorithms
with lazy clause generation [37, 38]. Its built-in VSIDS branching heuristic allowed us to
easily reproduce the gains obtained in recent SBPS-related work [13, 42]. Furthermore,
Chuffed could directly support the priority search MiniZinc annotation [15, 27] used to
formulate our baseline search heuristics. We did try the OR-Tools CP-SAT solver [31] via its
FlatZinc implementation, but preliminary results showed greater computation times to find
similar or worse solutions. We did also try a standard LNS procedure prior implementing
SBPS. However, we rapidly found that the technique was rather inefficient for the overtime
and robustness objectives, while it was difficult to find a suitable solution deconstruction
rule.
There were many challenges in working in an industrial setting. First, the importance of
anonymity for the industrial partners made it difficult to analyze some results. For many
instances, the estimated workforce costs were changed to abstract values, which produced
unrealistic execution costs. Having access to real data would have allowed us to produce
more complex realistic instances to challenge our prototype. Explainability of results was
also an important challenge. Since the tool needs to be used in an industrial setting by many
different people, it is important to document and explain each potential source of incoherent
results encountered. Thus, a lot of effort was put on explaining the input data format and
importance of each parameter to untrained users in order to avoid as much illogical data
as possible. It was also important to focus on results interpretation and solution selection.
Furthermore, one recurring issue was that, in a lot of situations, real projects could not be
optimized because of an unsatisfiability proof by the algorithm. Without any feedback to
the users as to why it is the case, users were at a loss for identifying which constraints to
relax or remove. An automated method for identifying causes and potential solutions to help
overcome over-constrained problems appears to be an essential requirement for the successful
use of the prototype in the field. We did use FindMUS [23] from the MiniZinc tool suite to
help us identify the data inconsistencies. However, its usage required complete knowledge of
the optimization model, thus was not a viable option for end users.
A comparison of the complexity of our seven instances to the complexity of PSPLIB [19],
BL [5] and Pack [8] benchmarks, as evaluated by Artigues et al. [3], shows the difference
between real-life and theoretical applications. Our set of realistic instances is more complex
on average when looking at OS (precedence) and RS (resources over time), although the
difference is small. This can be explained by the significant greater size of our instances.
However, the literature benchmarks are widely more complex in terms of RF (resource
usage) and DR (resources and precedence). That can be explained by the changes made by
experts so the instances could be manually planned. Manually defined resources are also less
restrictive than in computer generated instances.
It would have been interesting to test our CP approach on the three literature benchmarks,
as well as the extended ones from Koné et al. [20]. We established that our set of seven
instances, although closer to the ship refit reality, were less complex than the computer
generated instances, thus more extensive tests would be necessary to complete the constraint
programming prototype. Although our industrial partners may not be subject to high levels
of precedence-resource complexity, it is important to be aware of the prototype’s limits in the
hopes of further improving the solution. Being able to consider more complex problems could
also become a strategic advantage for shipyards, allowing them to include more constraints
normally not considered with manual plans.
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7

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a CP approach to the ship refit planning problem. Our prototype
solution was successfully tested on seven realistic instances supplied by our industrial partners
with varying levels of complexity, which demonstrated the CP applicability for this problem.
The proposed CP model is highly related to the classical RCPSP model, while multiple
extensions are considered to address problem-specific constraints and objectives. As a means
to speedup the search of better solutions, we proposed to use the SBPS value selection
heuristic. Its usage improved on average the objective value by 5%, 48% and 79% when
minimizing respectively the makespan, the overtime costs and the robustness, as better
solutions are found significantly faster than with our baseline heuristics.
Directions for future work include the integration of an optimization algorithm based on
mixed-integer programming, and extending algorithms by considering task priority levels
for scope optimization, i.e. when work requirements surpass the capacity. We also aim to
further explore the use of probabilistic discrete-event simulations for robustness assessment,
and the use of geospatial modeling and visualization to improve planning as well as users
understanding.
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